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A few Quick
Updates









Considerations

Newer, More Contagious Coronavirus Strain Has Become Dominant, 
Study Suggests
The Los Angeles Times (5/5, Vartabedian) reports scientists “have identified a new 
strain of the coronavirus that has become dominant worldwide and appears to be more 
contagious than the versions that spread in the early days of the COVID-19 pandemic, 
according to a new study led by scientists at Los Alamos National Laboratory.” The new 
strain “appeared in February in Europe, migrated quickly to the East Coast of the United 
States and has been the dominant strain across the world since mid-March, the 
scientists wrote” in a 33-page report “posted on BioRxiv, a website that researchers use 
to share their work before it is peer reviewed, an effort to speed up collaborations with 
scientists working on COVID-19

https://mailview.bulletinhealthcare.com/mailview.aspx?m=2020050601acep&r=seed_4966382-0881&l=003-392&t=c
https://mailview.bulletinhealthcare.com/mailview.aspx?m=2020050601acep&r=seed_4966382-0881&l=004-11d&t=c


Children
● Foot sores could be an early sign of coronavirus (April 14)
● One study of 88 patients at Alessandro Manzoni Hospital in 

Lecco, northern Italy, found 20 percent complained of skin 
manifestations.



Children

Children May Be Able To Transmit The Coronavirus, Studies Indicate
The New York Times (5/5, Mandavilli) reports, “Two new studies offer compelling 
evidence that children can transmit the” coronavirus. In one study published in 
Science last week, researchers “found that children were about a third as 
susceptible to coronavirus infection as adults,” but that when schools were open, 
“children had about three times as many contacts as adults, and three times as 
many opportunities to become infected, essentially evening out their risk.” In a 
second study, awaiting peer review but posted on the lab’s website, German 
researchers “tested children and adults and found that children who test positive 
harbor just as much virus as adults do – sometimes more – and so, presumably, are 
just as infectious.”

https://mailview.bulletinhealthcare.com/mailview.aspx?m=2020050601acep&r=seed_4966382-0881&l=006-8a6&t=c
https://mailview.bulletinhealthcare.com/mailview.aspx?m=2020050601acep&r=seed_4966382-0881&l=007-92c&t=c
https://mailview.bulletinhealthcare.com/mailview.aspx?m=2020050601acep&r=seed_4966382-0881&l=008-012&t=c


Children



Coronavirus: 
Mental Health 
and Behavioral 
Health 
Considerations



● Completely New Crisis

● Pre-existing Problems Do Not 
Vanish

● Children and Adults are 
Different

Reality



What Are Signs of Stress?





How Can I Combat Stress?



● Lean on friends and colleagues
○ COVID Buddy system

● Look out for each other

● Time-outs
 

● HALT
○ Hungry, Angry, Lonely, Tired



Daily Review 



Hierarchy of Needs



Hierarchy of Needs



Reopening 
Considerations



Without doubt, this will be difficult. Some days 

will be more difficult than others. Don’t 

overthink things. Don’t be too hard on yourself.

You got this!

IMPORTANT TIP



Returning to ‘Normal’ 
● Adults First

● Reflect on Lessons Learned
 

● Consistent Approach 

● Set Achievable Goals / ‘Wins’
 

● Celebrate the Reopening



● Separation anxiety

● Re-enforcing safety

● Expression

● Patience

Children



Clients with 
developmental 
disabilities?



Resources









uptolifespeed.com



https://www.childhoodpreparedness.org/corona



Group Discussion:
What questions 
should we be 
asking parents 
now?


